Sentry® 1200
Alternating Pressure

Sentry 1200LA
Alternating Pressure and Low Air Loss

Pressure-Relief Mattress Systems

The Cost Effective Solution for Dynamic, Results-Oriented Pressure Relief
The SENTRY 1200 offers the therapeutic results and features you would expect to find in far more expensive systems. Incorporated into every SENTRY 1200 mattress system is the assurance of superior technology, state-of-the-art features and proven pressure relief.

**Therapy You Can See**
The microprocessor controlled SENTRY allows caregivers to visually monitor the actual pressures in the inflated and deflated air cells. Low pressure, the goal of all pressure relieving surfaces, is displayed in one area while the inflated pressure, to prevent bottoming-out, is displayed in another.

**Therapy You Can Set**
The SENTRY 1200 provides the flexibility to set your choice of therapy.
- Alternating Pressure
- Low Airloss (Optional)
- Air Floatation
- Firm/Transfer Mode
- Air Chair® Mode

**Quality Through And Through**
State of the art technology has been a cornerstone of all SenTech products and the SENTRY 1200 is no exception. Unlike many lower cost systems on the market today, the SENTRY 1200 controller utilizes high quality materials, electronics and sensors. The compressor itself is rated for 35,000 hours of use.

The SENTRY 1200 Mattress System consists of 20 air cells that alternate inflate and deflate every 5 minutes. The alternating pressure relief reduces tissue interface while stimulating peripheral circulation.

**Advanced Design:**
- Microprocessor controlled
- Digital displays of delivered pressure
- Adjustable cycle time
- Lock-in settings
- Hour meter to monitor usage
- Senses patient movement and automatically readjusts air pressure
- Lightweight and whisper-quiet
- Minimal power consumption
- Sensor alarm to protect against bottoming out

**The SENTRY Mattress Replacement Includes:**
- 20 individual air cells
- 5 3/4" inflated cell height, 80"L x 36"W
- Foam mattress integrated beneath air cells
- Flexible straps to secure to any bedframe
- Supports patients up to 350 lbs.
- Water resistant, vapor permeable, anti-shear coverlet with plush quilting
- Zippered, sealed design

Talk to your distributor about the SENTRY 1200 and other SenTech products.
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